PREPARING YOUR EXIT STRATEGY
FOR THE UNEXPECTED
Do you have an action plan or an exit strategy in place for your business if something
unexpected happens? As a cancer survivor, TAB Member, James*, joined a TAB Board
with the intention of improving his work-life balance and eventually selling his business.
*This is a true story, but due to the sensitive nature of the events, the names have been changed.

Family Man, Business Man and
TAB Board Member

Business Advisors Who Treat
Your Business Like Their Own

James was the founder and CEO of a full-service
Manufacturer’s Representative Company since
1998. His company specialized in HVAC and
plumbing products that serviced customers in
Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico and Texas,
providing energy solutions for hotels, schools,
medical buildings and housing.

When James met Blair Koch, CEO of TAB Denver
West, the two bonded over many things, but one
of the most binding similarities was that they were
both survivors of the same cancer. James, with
valuable perspectives from his TAB Board and help
from his advisor, began working on diversifying
product lines, building bench strength and
identifying key employees suitable to take over
the business.

Although James was a highly successful businessman, he was a family man first — always living
with intentionality to create a healthy work-life
balance. He was involved with his children’s sports
teams and took annual family ski trips, all while
maintaining a successful company and securing
the funds for his children’s college funds, and
beyond.
As a cancer survivor, his priority became to fortify
his business and prepare it for sale. James knew
he would need support for business valuation,
diversification, and the sales process. But first, he
needed to create an exit strategy.

Soon it became evident, however, that two of the
key leadership individuals James had hoped to
grow within the company were proving to be not
up to task, and they needed a new game plan.
Without warning, the cancer suddenly returned,
and plans accelerated. James needed to sell the
business fast. The last thing he wanted was for the
burden of the business to be left on his family. For
two years, James fought through treatments, but
to no avail. With the exit strategy only partially
fulfilled, James asked Blair to transition from
trusted advisor to interim president.
It was an awesome responsibility. James entrusted
Blair with managing his company, handling its sale
and making the best deal possible for his family
and employees.

Finding the right buyer was not an
easy task and required a lot of risk
management skills to diffuse difficult
situations. With the help of a business
advisor who remained level headed,
James was able to avoid impulsive
decisions based on emotions.
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Increasing Company Valuation
and Executing the Sale
Blair worked on cutting unnecessary spending
and had the CPA correct mistakes made in the
books. She managed unrealistic expectations of
key leaders who hoped to take over the company
but did not have funding — even at a discounted
price — to make a fair offer to the family. She was
also tasked with managing James’ key employees
while marketing to potential buyers and working
with the Mergers and Acquisitions team and
Valuation Company. The interim presidency began
on October 1, 2017. James passed away soon after.

easier. James made the wise decision ahead of time
to provide for his wife and children. However, the
business challenges created by James’ death made
the unrealistic expectations of the key employees
more problematic than usual.
“The buyer’s demand that these employees sign
new employment agreements containing a
noncompete as a condition to the closing created
a situation that the employees were able to
exploit to the disadvantage of James’ family. Their
leverage would have been greatly diminished
if James had required these employees to sign a
noncompete early on.”
— Jim Thomas, Transaction Attorney, Minor & Brown PC

The goal remained to take care of James’ wife and
children. Though it was high stress, emotional and
time sensitive, a great team was in place to work
with the acquiring company. Without the CEO, it
was a challenging task to find a buyer and manage
the expectations and jockeying for position of the
management team. A lot of focus and persuasion
was required to put all of the necessary steps in
place to drive the deal, including managing the
legal end, M&A and accounting.
The deal closed four months later in February
2018 and after a grueling process, the business
was successfully acquired. The burden was finally
taken off of James’ family. Although they were
grieving, they no longer had the added stress of
worrying about finances.

Who Will Take Care of Your Business
If You Become Unavailable?
Life is full of difficult circumstances and as
a business owner, it is wise to consider all
possibilities. Having an action plan or an
exit strategy already prepared in the case of
unexpected circumstances will make things much
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It is best to process these possible outcomes in
the context of community, and with experienced
mentors who can offer sound advice. TAB Boards
and Advisors can take the burden off of business
owners, and their families.
“Having a great board of advisors and strong
legal and tax counsel is a must for any successful
business. You don’t need to think and plan for
everything. If you surround yourself with the
right team, they will not let you ignore your own
mortality.”
— Tim Bradley, member of the CPA team, Stratagem

James’ story is an example of the value of having
support within a business community, and how
surrounding yourself with a trusted advisor and
peer advisory board to help in crisis management,
can minimize the stress placed on yourself, family
members and employees. TAB Boards and
Business Advisors will support and assist you
when life gets heavy and your business is affected.
The elements of running a business is always more
manageable when done alongside people you trust.
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